
Managed Supply Chain
with Kadena™ 

Print supply-chains in today’s enterprises 

can be challenging to manage—and sometimes 

you can lose control.  When that happens, spend 

escalates, vendors under perform, systems break 

down, service levels suffer, and low quality 

products hurt your customers’ experience.  That’s where 

Cenveo can help.

Our Managed Supply Chain solutions use Six Sigma fundamentals, a 

global production network, and an agile technology platform—Kadena™—to bring 

your print supply chain under control, and deliver guaranteed results.  Consolidate 

direct and third-party spend, improve vendor SLA performance, target and track cost 

savings, and gain data insights that can drive continuous process innovation and 

unlock hidden savings—all within a Managed Supply Chain solution configured to the 

particular needs of your business.



Managed Supply Chain 
  with Kadena™ 

K-Source gives you an innovative sourcing capability that ensures job quotes are submitted

fast, and gives you the level of transparency you need to place orders with the right vendor

at the right price.  K-Source enables you to consolidate or extend your vendor network

easily as your business needs evolve, while maintaining a consistent sourcing model across

your organization and supply chain.

Sourcing. Optimized.
K-Source

Activate. Track.
K-Center

K-Center is your control point for all Cenveo services.  K-Center gives you a single point of

access to Kadena’s other modules, and you can use it to activate programs, design custom

products, track shipments, confirm delivery and so much more.

With K-Insight, you’ll have a powerful data aggregation and analytics capability across your

supply base.  Combine data sets to view trends in spend categories, track vendor

performance, analyze exceptions, identify patterns, and discover new insights that will

allow you to drive sustainable performance improvement over time.

Analyze. Know.
K-Insight

Kadena™ employs a powerful set of  web-based applications that support enterprise solutions for direct mail 

communications, fulfillment and logistics, and print supply chain management. Drive new business value from 

your investment in print communications with a Kadena solution, configured to your exact needs.

If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact ColorArt at 
Sales@ColorArt.com, or check out Kadena™ at: www.ColorArt.com




